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The relationship between uniformly accelerated reference frames in flat spacetime and the uniform gravitational field is examined in a relativistic context. It is shown that, contrary to previous statements in the pages of this journal, equivalence does not break down in this context. No restrictions to Newtonian approximations or small enclosures are necessary.

I. INTRODUCTION

It would not be very controversial to state that there is universal agreement on the meaning and implementation of the equivalence principle within a Newtonian framework. As a review of the extensive literature on the subject will easily confirm, however, the situation changes drastically in the relativistic domain. Most authors correctly point out that, in general, the equivalence principle only applies locally,\(^1\)–\(^6\) but there are several others who deny its validity even at the local level.\(^7\)–\(^9\) The disagreement shows up not only in discussions of the foundations of general relativity, but also in applications such as the radiation from accelerated charges\(^10\),\(^11\), Unruh radiation\(^12\)–\(^14\), and uniform gravitational fields\(^15\)–\(^17\), to name just a few. Our aim in this paper is to present a compelling demonstration that a relativistic uniformly accelerated reference frame in flat spacetime is equivalent to a uniform gravitational field, as one would naively expect from the nonrelativistic version of the equivalence principle. It might be argued that this issue was settled by Rohrlich\(^15\) in a definitive manner a long time ago, but a paper by Desloge\(^16\) in this journal revisited the issue with the conclusion that “in a uniform gravitational field the space-time is as expected curved.” Because of its obvious importance, we believe that a careful reexamination of the problem is necessary.

Most of our discussion will be easier to follow if the reader keeps a few simple facts about relativistic metric theories of gravity in mind.

F1. Imposing a-priori meanings on the coordinates in a metric theory of gravity is to be done at one’s own peril. It is not uncommon to find that our preconceived notions fail in certain cases, or that our demands overconstrain the system.

F2. Acceleration – either in the nonrelativistic form \(\frac{d^2 x}{dt^2}\) or in the special-relativistic form \(\frac{d^2 x^\mu}{d\tau^2}\) – does not have an absolute (geometric) meaning in a metric theory of gravity. In other words, unlike the 4-velocity \(\frac{dx^\mu}{d\tau}\), the object \(\frac{d^2 x^\mu}{d\tau^2}\) is not a 4-vector under general coordinate transformations, but rather an intrinsically observer-dependent notion.

F3. One should never expect the relativistic description of a system to satisfy nonrelativistic constraints. These facts have been phrased in terms of a metric theory of gravity rather than general relativity in order to emphasize their independence from any particular set of dynamical equations. As the reader will notice, Sections II and III below hold in any metric theory of gravity; only when we get to Section IV will we require Einstein’s equations.

II. INTUITIVE ATTEMPTS AT DEFINING A UNIFORM GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

In Ref.\(^16\), the metric \((c = 1\) hereafter\)

\[
ds^2 = \alpha^2(x) dt^2 - dx^2
\]

(1)

was motivated by the desire to represent a rigid frame in a gravitational field and a rigid frame uniformly accelerating in field-free space (the restriction to two-dimensions is of no consequence at this point; we shall take up the four-
dimensional problem in later sections). It is clear that, as intended, the $x$-coordinate has been given an a-priori meaning such that the length of an infinitesimal object equals its coordinate length $dx$, i.e., lengths measured with this coordinate system are given by their special-relativistic inertial values. Desloge defines the “local velocity” $\alpha^{-1}dx/dt$ and “local acceleration” $\alpha^{-1}d(\alpha^{-1}dx/dt)/dt$ and uses the latter together with the equation of motion of a free particle to identify $\alpha^{-1}d\alpha/dx$ as the proper acceleration of an observer at rest at $x$ in the gravitational field. Taking the requirement that this acceleration be constant everywhere as a definition of the uniform gravitational field then leads to the conclusion that the Riemann tensor has nonvanishing components – hence his statement that “in a uniform gravitational field the space-time is as expected curved.”

While Desloge’s “local acceleration” is a possible definition of acceleration, it is not mandated by general relativity or even special relativity. Moreover, it is an ill-motivated definition, since $\alpha dt$ is the time interval between two events occurring at a single spatial location ($dx = 0$), and hence bears no special significance for the motion of a freely-falling particle because in that case we are interested in events that necessarily refer to different spatial locations. The point is best illustrated by recalling that already in special relativity one defines the acceleration by resorting to the particle’s proper time rather than the proper time of the observer. The a-priori meaning of the spatial coordinate $x$ (recall fact F1) together with the arbitrary assignment of a preferred status to the “local acceleration” (recall fact F2) collude to yield the erroneous conclusion that uniform gravitational fields must correspond to curved spacetimes. A few examples will help elucidate our claim. The geodesic equation of motion for an inertial observer is

$$\frac{d^2x^\mu}{d\tau^2} + \Gamma^\mu_{\nu\rho} \frac{dx^\nu}{d\tau} \frac{dx^\rho}{d\tau} = 0 \quad (2)$$

With the metric (1) we find the two equations

$$\frac{d^2t}{d\tau^2} + 2\frac{\alpha'}{\alpha} \frac{dt}{d\tau} \frac{dx}{d\tau} = 0 \quad (3)$$
$$\frac{d^2x}{d\tau^2} + \alpha' \left( \frac{dt}{d\tau} \right)^2 = 0 \quad (4)$$

Integrating equation (3) gives

$$\frac{dt}{d\tau} = \frac{k}{\alpha^2} \quad (5)$$

with $k > 0$ an integration constant which may be fixed by imposing initial conditions. Replacing this expression in Eq. (4) yields

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{1}{\alpha^2} \frac{dx}{dt} \right) + \frac{\alpha'}{\alpha} = 0 \quad (6)$$

which is equivalent to Desloge’s Eq. (6).

The question before us now is how to define a uniform gravitational field based on the acceleration of a test particle. One possibility is to argue that, since Newtonian physics must be exact for vanishing velocities and weak fields, we should concentrate on particles dropped from rest at time $t = 0$ from a point $x = 0$ where $\alpha(0) = 1$ (this normalization is possible for an arbitrary point because the field is uniform) and define the acceleration in a small neighborhood of that event as $d^2x/dt^2$. Equation (6) then implies

$$\frac{d^2x}{dt^2} = -\alpha\alpha' \quad (7)$$

in this small neighborhood. If we set the acceleration equal to the constant $-g$ we get the result

$$\alpha^2 = 1 + 2gx \quad (8)$$

As is well known, this is the correct nonrelativistic limit, but it should be clear from its derivation that this form of the metric cannot be expected to describe the field globally. Nevertheless, within its domain of validity, it represents a uniform gravitational field (in the intuitive sense that the acceleration equals $-g$), and corresponds to a flat spacetime, $R_{\mu\nu\rho\sigma} = 0$, at $x = 0$.

A second possibility is to define the relevant acceleration as $d(\alpha^{-1}dx/dt)/dt$. It then follows from (6) that

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{dx}{dt} \right) + \alpha' = 0 \quad (9)$$
at the initial instant, provided again that the particle is released from rest. One would therefore naturally choose to set \( \alpha' = g \) and find as a consequence the Kottler-Møller\[1, 19\] metric

\[
ds^2 = (1 + gx)^2 \, dt^2 - dx^2
\]  

(10)

The Riemann tensor associated with this metric vanishes everywhere.

These two simple examples are perhaps sufficient to prove the point that defining the uniform gravitational field based on the naive “acceleration = \(-g\)” condition is not satisfactory. One of the main obstacles to this approach is clearly fact F2, and most of the rest of this paper will be dedicated to finding an unambiguous way of addressing this problem.

Before we proceed in that direction however, let us briefly explain the technical reasons why Desloge’s “local acceleration” fails – as will almost every other definition – to give a flat spacetime if we start with the metric (1). As Rohrlich\[15\] and Tilbrook\[18\] have shown using different methods, a metric of the form

\[
ds^2 = \lambda^2(x) \, dt^2 - \sigma^2(x) \, dx^2
\]  

(11)

is equivalent to a flat spacetime only if

\[
\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{g} \frac{d\lambda(x)}{dx}
\]  

(12)

with \( g \) an integration constant. Adopting a metric of the form (1) means choosing \( \sigma = 1 \), which immediately turns \( \lambda(x) \) into \( \alpha(x) = 1 + gx \), and the metric (11) into the Kottler-Møller metric (10). In other words, once we adopt coordinates such that the metric takes the form (1), we can either impose a condition on a given definition of acceleration (in which case we would find a spacetime which is, in general, not flat), or we can impose the condition that the spacetime should be flat (and find that the only definition of initial acceleration that works is \( d(\alpha^{-1}dx/dt)/dt \)). Imposing both conditions simultaneously will, in general, lead to incompatible demands on the single degree of freedom \( \alpha(x) \) – fact F1 once again. Thus, given the arbitrariness in the choice of coordinates and in the definition of acceleration, claiming that a uniform gravitational field necessarily entails a curved spacetime is hardly a convincing argument if the uniform gravitational field is interpreted in the above sense of “acceleration = \(-g\)” and we insist on imposing that condition on the metric (1). We emphasize again that these arguments are insensitive to the dynamics: the equations of general relativity have not been used anywhere so far.

A concrete example will probably illustrate the above conclusion best. One may ask whether it is possible to retain the concept of “local acceleration” and still find a flat spacetime for a uniform gravitational field. To show that the answer is yes, write down the geodesic equation (2) for the metric (11). One finds that the equivalent to (4) may be put in the form

\[
\frac{1}{\lambda} \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{1}{\lambda} \frac{dx}{dt} \right) + \left( \frac{\lambda''}{\lambda'} + G(x) \right) \left( \frac{1}{\lambda} \frac{dx}{dt} \right)^2 + \frac{g^2}{\lambda \lambda'} = 0
\]  

(13)

where

\[
G(x) = -\frac{1}{\lambda} \frac{d\lambda}{dx}
\]  

(14)

Following Desloge we should interpret \(-g^2/\lambda \lambda'\) as the negative of the acceleration of the observer and consider

\[
\frac{g^2}{\lambda \lambda'} = g
\]  

(15)

as the definition of a uniform field. This condition is easily integrated to give \( \lambda^2 = 1 + 2gx \), which, together with (12), leads to

\[
ds^2 = (1 + 2gx) \, dt^2 - \frac{dx^2}{1 + 2gx}
\]  

(16)

This is the Kottler-Whittaker\[20, 21\] metric. It describes a flat spacetime and, in the present context, a uniform gravitational field since the “local acceleration” is constant. A possible objection to our example may be that this metric does not correspond to a rigid frame since it does not have the form (1)\[22\]. We shall dispense with this objection in the next section.
Finally, we mention for completeness a more sophisticated approach proposed by Rohrlich[15]. Since in special relativity the motion of a point particle with proper acceleration $-g$ obeys

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left( \gamma \frac{dx}{dt} \right) = -g$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

with $\gamma = \left[1 - (dx/dt)^2 \right]^{-1/2}$ the usual gamma factor, we may ask whether the flat spacetime metric (11)-(12) is compatible with this condition. The geodesic equation (2) yields as before

$$\frac{dt}{d\tau} = \frac{k}{\lambda^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

Choosing $\lambda(x = 0) = 1$ and an initial velocity $dx/dt = 0$ at that point determines that $k = 1$. Therefore $d\tau = \lambda^2 dt$, and (11) may be written as

$$\lambda^4 dt^2 = \lambda^2 dx^2 - \left( \frac{1}{g} \frac{d\lambda}{dx} \right)^2 \frac{dx^2}{\lambda^2 dt^2} = \lambda^2 dt^2 - \frac{1}{g^2} d\lambda^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

or

$$d\lambda^2 = g^2 \lambda^2 (1 - \lambda^2) dt^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)$$

Furthermore, since the solution to (17) with the given initial conditions is

$$x = \frac{1}{g} \left( 1 - \sqrt{1 + g^2 t^2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)$$

we have

$$\frac{dx}{dt} = -\frac{gt}{\sqrt{1 + g^2 t^2}} = -\frac{\sqrt{(1 - gx)^2 - 1}}{1 - gx}$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)$$

so that, substituting for $dt$ in (20),

$$d\lambda = g\lambda \sqrt{1 - \lambda^2} \frac{1 - gx}{\sqrt{(1 - gx)^2 - 1}} dx$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)$$

Integrating we find

$$\lambda(x) = \frac{1}{\cosh \sqrt{(1 - gx)^2 - 1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)$$

Computing $\sigma(x)$ from (12) yields the Rohrlich metric[15]

$$ds^2 = \frac{1}{\cosh^2 \sqrt{(1 - gx)^2 - 1}} \left( dt^2 - \frac{(1 - gx)^2 \tanh^2 \sqrt{(1 - gx)^2 - 1}}{(1 - gx)^2 - 1} dx^2 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)$$

This fairly complicated result seems to have the advantage of satisfying the intuitively reasonable condition (17). However, fact F2 and the non-inertial nature of the coordinates $x$ and $t$ should convince the reader that this apparent advantage is illusory.

III. ACCELERATED FRAMES IN SPECIAL RELATIVITY

In this section we set aside the gravitational aspect of our problem and concentrate on the description of accelerated frames in flat spacetimes. As we shall see, a satisfactory resolution of the ambiguities that plagued the intuitive approach in the previous section cannot be reached without a deeper understanding of the role of acceleration in special relativity.

As stated previously, the trajectory of a point particle subject to an acceleration $g$ as measured in its instantaneous rest frame is determined by the equation of motion

$$\frac{d}{dT} \left( \gamma \frac{dX}{dT} \right) = g$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)$$
where \( X \) and \( T \) are the coordinates used by an inertial observer \( O \), and the sign of the proper acceleration has been changed to suit the purposes of the present section. Arranging the initial conditions so that the particle is at \( X_0 \) with zero velocity at \( T = 0 \) we find
\[
X = \frac{1}{g} \left( \sqrt{1 + g^2 T^2} - 1 \right) + X_0
\]  
(27)

Note that there is no ambiguity whatsoever in the interpretation of any quantity involved in (26) or (27) because the coordinates \( X, T \) refer to an inertial frame.

A rigid frame is defined as a system in which all points remain at the same proper distance for all times. It follows immediately from (27) that these points cannot be moving with the same acceleration. Indeed, since the relative velocity vanishes at \( T = 0 \), both the inertial and accelerated observers will, at that instant, measure the same spatial separation \( \delta X_0 \) between neighboring points in the accelerated frame (i.e., \( \delta X_0 \) is the proper distance between these points at \( T = 0 \)). As the velocity of the moving frame increases, Lorentz contraction sets in, and the proper length will be given by \( \gamma \delta X \). But if all point move with the same acceleration \( g \), (27) tells us that \( \delta X = \delta X_0 \) for all \( T \), and the proper length between points in the accelerating frame would increase without bound as \( T \to \infty \).

In order to find out how the acceleration should vary with the position \( x \) in the accelerating frame it is helpful to introduce some conventions. We shall reserve the symbol \( g \) for the proper acceleration of the origin of the accelerating frame, and use \( a(x) \) for the proper acceleration of a point located at \( x \) in that frame. If we let the origins of the two systems coincide at \( T = 0 \), then (27) holds for \( X_0 = 0 \), and
\[
X = \frac{1}{a} \left( \sqrt{1 + a^2 T^2} - 1 \right) + X_0
\]  
(28)

for the point \( x \) such that \( X_0 = x \) at \( T = 0 \).

If the accelerating frame is to move rigidly, we must satisfy the Lorentz contraction condition
\[
\delta X(T) = \frac{\delta x}{\gamma(x)}
\]  
(29)

with the proper length \( \delta x \) fixed for all times. Computing \( \delta X(T) \) from (28) and \( \gamma(x) \) from the derivative \( dX/dT \) of (28) we obtain
\[
\delta x = -\frac{\delta a}{a^2}
\]  
(30)

so that, requiring \( a(x = 0) = g \), we find
\[
a(x) = \frac{g}{1 + gx}
\]  
(31)

for the position-dependent acceleration that will ensure the rigid motion of the accelerating frame. Substituting into (28) and recalling that \( x = X_0 \) is a fixed point we have the explicit solution
\[
X = \frac{1}{g} \left( \sqrt{(1 + gx)^2 + g^2 T^2} - 1 \right)
\]  
(32)

The motion of the point \( x \) is called hyperbolic because (32) implies
\[
\left( \frac{1 + gx}{g} \right)^2 - T^2 = \left( \frac{1 + gx}{g} \right)^2 = \frac{1}{a^2}
\]  
(33)

and this represents a hyperbola when drawn in an \( X - T \) spacetime diagram.

The relationship between the proper time at \( x \) and the inertial time \( T \) follows from
\[
d\tau(x) = \frac{dT}{\gamma(x)} = \frac{dT}{\sqrt{1 + a^2 T^2}}
\]  
(34)

Thus
\[
T = \frac{1}{a} \sinh[a \tau(x)] = \frac{1 + gx}{g} \sinh \left( \frac{g \tau(x)}{1 + gx} \right)
\]  
(35)
It is customary (but by no means necessary!) to define a time coordinate for the accelerating frame by
\[ t = \frac{\tau(x)}{1 + gx} \] (36)
in terms of which (35) simplifies to
\[ T = \frac{1 + gx}{g} \sinh gt \] (37)
and (32) becomes
\[ X = \frac{1}{g} \left[(1 + gx) \cosh gt - 1\right] \] (38)

It is now easy to show that the inertial spacetime interval \( ds^2 = dT^2 - dX^2 \) takes the Kottler-Møller form (10) when written in terms of the coordinates \( x, t \). Hamilton[23] has analyzed several interesting phenomena in accelerated frames based on this metric.

A straightforward generalization of the above results starts by noticing that the rigidity condition (29) may be stated in terms of an arbitrary coordinate \( x' \). If we set \( x = \left[\lambda(x') - 1\right]/g \), with \( \lambda(0) = 1 \) and \( d\lambda(x')/dx' \neq 0 \), then
\[ \delta X(T) = \frac{1}{g} \frac{d\lambda}{dx'} \frac{\delta x'}{\gamma(x')} \] (39)

Note that (39), just like (29), is a relationship between the proper length and \( \delta X \), so that, despite some claims to the contrary,[22] the results below will still represent a rigid frame. Repeating the previous steps leads to
\[ a(x') = \frac{g}{\lambda(x')} \] (40)
as the appropriate acceleration in this new coordinate \( x' \). Similarly, a new time coordinate
\[ t' = \frac{\tau(x')}{\lambda(x')} \] (41)
may be defined to turn the solution (37), (38) into[18]
\[ T = \frac{\lambda(x')}{g} \sinh gt' \] (42)
\[ X = \frac{1}{g} \left[\lambda(x') \cosh gt' - 1\right] \] (43)

When these expressions are used to write the spacetime interval \( ds^2 = dT^2 - dX^2 \) in terms of \( x' \) and \( t' \), one is led back to the form (11) used as a starting point by Rohrlich and Tilbrook, together with the condition (12) derived by both authors from different considerations.

The main lesson of this section is that relativistic effects render the demand of a constant acceleration for all points, despite its intuitive nonrelativistic appeal, inconsistent with our desire to maintain the integrity of the accelerating reference system. The only way to ensure the rigidity of the accelerating frame in special relativity is to have its points move with the acceleration (31) or, more generally, (40). It should now be apparent that, quite apart from the ambiguities inherent in a definition of acceleration in metric theories of gravity, the very notion that “acceleration = \(-g\)” is the correct way to specify a uniform gravitational field and its connection to accelerated frames through the equivalence principle is mistaken in the relativistic regime (fact F3).

**IV. GENERAL RELATIVITY AND THE UNIFORM GRAVITATIONAL FIELD**

In this section we consider the second aspect of the problem by turning our attention to the question of how to implement the concept of a uniform gravitational field in general relativity. It is fairly reasonable to expect that for this type of field it should be possible to find a coordinate system where the metric coefficients are time-independent and the spacetime interval \( ds^2 \) time-reversal invariant, so that terms such as \( dx dt, dy dt, \) and \( dz dt \) do not appear (both
properties also follow from the requirement of staticity; see, e.g., Ref.\[5\]). Furthermore, a uniform field should have translation invariance along planar spatial cross sections of the geometry; we shall take these planes to be orthogonal to the \(x\)-coordinate, which implies that the metric coefficients can only depend on \(x\). In addition to homogeneity we should also require isotropy in each of these planes; the coefficients multiplying \(dy^2\) and \(dz^2\) must then be identical. We therefore use as our starting point the metric
\[
ds^2 = \lambda^2(x) \, dt^2 - \sigma^2(x) \, dx^2 - \xi^2(x) \, (dy^2 + dz^2) 
\]
(44)
It is worth pointing out that our assumptions can be reduced to just planar homogeneity and isotropy: Taub’s theorem\[26\] states that a spacetime with plane symmetry with \(R_{\mu\nu} = 0\) admits a coordinate system where the line element is static.

The non-vanishing Christoffel symbols for the metric (44) are (primed indicate derivatives with respect to \(x\))
\[
\Gamma^0_{01} = \Gamma^0_{10} = \frac{\lambda'}{\lambda} 
\]
(45)
\[
\Gamma^1_{00} = \frac{\lambda \lambda'}{\sigma^2} 
\]
(46)
\[
\Gamma^1_{11} = \frac{\sigma'}{\sigma} 
\]
(47)
\[
\Gamma^1_{22} = \Gamma^1_{33} = -\frac{\xi \xi'}{\sigma^2} 
\]
(48)
\[
\Gamma^2_{12} = \Gamma^2_{21} = \Gamma^3_{13} = \Gamma^3_{31} = \frac{\xi'}{\xi} 
\]
(49)
and the resulting nonvanishing components of the Ricci tensor \(R_{\mu\nu}\) are
\[
R_{00} = \frac{\lambda}{\sigma^3 \xi} \left[2 \sigma \lambda' \xi' - \xi (\lambda' \sigma' - \sigma \lambda'')\right] 
\]
(50)
\[
R_{11} = \frac{1}{\lambda \sigma \xi} \left[\xi (\lambda' \sigma' - \sigma \lambda'') + 2 \lambda (\sigma' \xi' - \sigma \xi'')\right] 
\]
(51)
\[
R_{22} = R_{33} = \frac{1}{\lambda \sigma^3} \left[\lambda \xi (\sigma' \xi' - \sigma \xi'') - \sigma \xi' (\xi \lambda' + \lambda \xi')\right] 
\]
(52)
The Einstein vacuum equations, \(R_{\mu\nu} = 0\), imply that all the square brackets in (50)-(52) must vanish. Adding the first two brackets gives
\[
\sigma \lambda' \xi' + \lambda (\sigma' \xi' - \sigma \xi'') = 0 
\]
(53)
which is equivalent to
\[
\lambda^2 \sigma^2 \left(\frac{\xi'}{\lambda \sigma}\right)' = 0 
\]
(54)
Hence, with \(A\) an integration constant,
\[
\xi' = A \lambda \sigma 
\]
(55)
There are now two possibilities. If \(A = 0\), \(\xi\) is constant and we may set \(\xi = 1\) by appropriately rescaling our \(y\) and \(z\) coordinates. In this case there is only one independent nontrivial equation left, namely \(\lambda' \sigma' - \sigma \lambda'' = 0\). This easily integrated to reproduce equation (12), and we see that, for \(A = 0\), the metric is of the Rohrlich-Tilbrook form
\[
ds^2 = \lambda^2(x) \, dt^2 - \sigma^2(x) \, dx^2 - dy^2 - dz^2 
\]
(56)
with
\[
\lambda' = g \sigma 
\]
(57)
As we already know, this represents an accelerated observer in flat spacetime when the integration constant \(g \neq 0\), and – after a suitable redefinition of the \(x\) and \(t\) coordinates – a standard inertial observer in flat spacetime when \(g = 0\).
If $A \neq 0$, we may cast the equation $R_{22} = 0$ in terms of the auxiliary variable $\psi = \xi \xi'$ as
\[
\frac{\psi'}{\psi} = \frac{\sigma'}{\sigma} - \frac{\lambda'}{\lambda}
\] (58)
whose solution is
\[
\psi = B \frac{\sigma}{\lambda}
\] (59)
Recalling (55) we have
\[
\xi = \frac{B}{A \lambda^2}
\] (60)
and also
\[
\sigma = -\frac{2B}{A^2} \frac{\lambda'}{\lambda^4}
\] (61)
The reader may verify that no additional independent constraints arise from $R_{\mu\nu} = 0$.

We now follow the arbitrary but widely used convention to choose $x = 0$ as the plane where the metric takes a Minkowski form, so that $\lambda(0) = \sigma(0) = \xi(0) = 1$. This may always be done since it amounts to just a global rescaling by constants of all the coordinates at the plane $x = 0$. From (60) we then see that $B = A$ in this convention, and either (55) or (61) may later be used to specify the remaining constant $A$. The resulting metric is
\[
d s^2 = \lambda^2 dt^2 - \left( \frac{2\lambda}{A \lambda^4} \right)^2 dx^2 - \lambda^{-4}(dy^2 + dz^2)
\] (62)
With different choices for the function $\lambda$, this metric has been studied by various authors (see, e.g., Refs.[24, 25] and references therein). Well-known special cases are Taub’s solution[26] ($\lambda_T = (1 - 2Ax_T)^{-1/4}$) and the Kasner-Das solution[27, 28] ($\lambda_{KD} = (1 - Ax_{KD}/2)^{-1/4}$). While interesting in its own right, we shall not pursue here a study of this second, $A \neq 0$ alternative any further because the metric (62) represents a geometry that is singular along an infinite two-dimensional spatial cross section. Indeed, a calculation of the Kretschmann scalar $K = R_{\mu\nu\kappa\rho}R^{\mu\nu\kappa\rho}$ shows that
\[
K = 12A^4 \lambda^{12}
\] (63)
Because $K$ is an invariant, we are free to compute its value in any convenient coordinate system, and it is quite evident from the special cases mentioned above that $K = \infty$ on the plane specified by $x_T = 1/2A$ in Taub’s coordinate system or $x_{KD} = 2/A$ in the Kasner-Das coordinate system. Note that, unlike the Schwarzschild coordinate singularity, this is a true singularity of the geometry. Hence, if we add to our present definition of a uniform gravitational field the condition that the geometry should be singularity-free, we find that in general relativity the only possible representation of a uniform gravitational field is the flat spacetime (56)-(57).

V. DOES THE EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE HOLD?

Section III was devoted to a study of accelerated observers in special relativity, i.e., in the absence of any gravitational effects. Section IV developed, in a completely independent fashion, an essentially unique translation of the concept of a uniform gravitational field into the framework of general relativity. An interpretation of the idea is, of course, an unavoidable intermediate step since a gravitational field (or force) does not exist in general relativity, but it is hoped that the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy are minimalistic enough to justify our use of the phrase “essentially unique.”

In this section we investigate whether these results support the expectation arising from the equivalence principle that a uniform gravitational field should be globally indistinguishable from an accelerated frame. To this end, consider a freely falling observer in a uniform gravitational field. According to the previous section, the metric is of the form (56)-(57), and the problem can be trivially reduced to two dimensions if we assume that the free fall is initiated with zero velocity components in the $y$ and $z$ directions. The geodesic equation (2) will once again lead to
\[
\frac{dt}{d\tau} = \frac{k}{\lambda^2}
\] (64)
Hence, recalling (57), (56) becomes

\[
\frac{\lambda^4}{k^2} dt^2 = \lambda^2 dt^2 - \frac{1}{g^2} d\lambda^2
\]  

(65)

This is a differential equation for \(\lambda\),

\[
\left(\frac{d\lambda}{dt}\right)^2 = g^2 \lambda^2 \left(1 - \frac{\lambda^2}{k^2}\right)
\]  

(66)

with solution

\[
\lambda(x) = \frac{k}{\cosh(gt + \theta)}
\]  

(67)

where \(\theta\) is an integration constant. Given \(\lambda\), this equation specifies the trajectory \(x(t)\) of the freely falling observer as seen by an observer at rest in the field.

Now, if \(X, T\) denote the coordinates used by the freely falling observer, we can easily relate length measurements in the two frames at the initial instant if we make some simplifying assumptions. First, we will agree to synchronize the clocks so that \(t = 0\) implies \(T = 0\), and the origins of the frames so that \(x = 0\) agrees with \(X = 0\) at \(t = 0\). Second, we will assume that the fall starts from rest, so that \(dx/dt = 0\) at \(t = 0\). This means that, at the initial instant, \(\sigma^2 dx^2 = dX^2\), or, recalling equation (57),

\[
\lambda(x(t = 0)) = 1 + gX
\]  

(68)

where we have chosen the constant of integration so as to conform to our previous convention \(\lambda(x = 0) = 1\). Because \(d\lambda/dx\) must be finite and \(dx/dt = 0\) at \(t = 0\), it follows that \(d\lambda/dt = 0\) at \(t = 0\), which in turn requires \(\theta = 0\) in (67).

Therefore,

\[
\lambda(x) = \frac{1 + gX}{\cosh gt}
\]  

(69)

that is,

\[
X = \frac{1}{g} \left[\lambda(x) \cosh gt - 1\right]
\]  

(70)

To find the relationship between the times in the two frames, notice that \(ds^2 = dT^2\), since \(X\) is fixed for the freely falling observer. Thus \(d\tau = dT\), and (69) allows us to integrate (64) to find

\[
T = \frac{1 + gX}{g} \tanh gt = \frac{\lambda(x)}{g} \sinh gt
\]  

(71)

Equations (70) and (71) prove that the freely falling observer will conclude that an observer at rest in a uniform gravitational field undergoes the exact same hyperbolic motion as did the observer with constant proper acceleration in flat spacetime when viewed by the inertial observer of Section III. This equivalence is exact: the trajectories (42)-(43) and (70)-(71) are identical for all points and all times where the coordinates \(x\) and \(t\) are valid (the coordinates in (37)-(38), for instance, will fail for \(x < -1/g\), but this is irrelevant here because the same failure will occur in the gravitational case, and because the extension of the coordinate patch is finite rather than infinitesimal). And while it is true that the resulting acceleration does not take the same constant value everywhere in space – indeed, here \(a(x) = g/\lambda(x)\), just as in Eq. (40) – this should be a welcome consequence since we now know from Section III that this Newtonian preconception about accelerated frames must be abandoned in the relativistic regime (fact F3). Moreover, the non-constant value of the acceleration in this particular situation is emphatically not the reason why the equivalence principle applies, in general, only at the (infinitesimal) local level.[22] After all, (70) and (71) transform the metric (56) into a Minkowski metric over a finite domain. For a detailed exposition of the inextricable link between equivalence and locality in the general case, see, e.g., Sections 9.6 and 9.9 in Møller[1].

In summary, much of the confusion in the literature arises from ignoring some of the most basic lessons of general relativity such as the role of coordinates as mere labels, and from trying to impose the nonrelativistic “acceleration = \(-g\)” definition on a uniform gravitational field in the relativistic regime. The result is an apparent “failure” of the equivalence principle. However, as we have shown in this paper, once a few facts about relativistic physics are
properly taken into account, it is easy to see that in a uniform gravitational field the spacetime is, as expected, flat, and that the equivalence principle, when correctly understood, is alive and well.